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Research Project Synopsis

Please describe in short (max. 300 words) your funded research project. 

Notice: Please do not provide confidential information about your project, since the synopsis will 

be published in HFRI website. 
The aim of this project is to understand non-perturbative aspects of gauge theories in the context of the gauge/gravity 

correspondence. To achieve this, a number of important on their own objectives, should be materialized. In particular:

σ We 

will construct integrable deformations of the σ-models that will depend on a number of continuously varying 

deformation parameters. These integrable theories will typically preserve many global symmetries of the original theory. Within the 

above class of integrable theories, we will identify those which possess certain non-perturbative symmetries in the parametric space 

comprised by the coupling constants associated with the operators that deform the theory. 

We will compute the beta-functions and the anomalous dimensions of the various operators of the deformed theory to all orders in

the deformation parameters which is a rare occasion in QFT. As past experience shows, this is achievable thanks to the above non-

perturbative symmetry in conjunction with some perturbative information obtained from low order perturbation theory.

We will analyze the beta-function equations and search for fixed points, hence identifying an exact flow between the UV and IR. At 

these fixed points we will identify the operators that drive the perturbation and we will obtain their anomalous dimensions. 
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Project originality

Please describe in short (max. 300 words) the scientific originality of your research project. 

The advance beyond the state of the art that the proposed project will provide, can be summarized as follows:

A) Understanding integrable structures in relation to novel deformation of CFTs. 

B) Uncovering the role of non-perturbative symmetries in the coupling space and their significance to all order computations within 

the RG framework. 

C) Construct and embed new integrable models in type-II supergravity.

D) Identify the corresponding QFT duals and the role of the deformation parameters in their mathematical structure and in various 

physical quantities. 
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Expected results & Research Project 

Impact

Please describe in short (max. 300 words) the expected results (TRL included, if available) and the 

scientific, social and/or artistic impact of your research project. 

The expected deliverables at the end of the present project consist of eleven papers in peer-review journals and four conference

presentations.
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The importance of this funding

Please describe in short (max. 150 words) what the H.F.R.I. funding of your research project means to 

you.

The funding allowed me to employ top level younger scientists in order to work on the project. This contributed to the brain gain as well.

In addition, since I believe that internationally competitive scientists should gain more from their work, the funding increased the

low university (with EE standards) salary academics are getting towards the low-average of the EE standards. 
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